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WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
SAINT JOHN RIVER BASIN 
DICKEY-LINCOLN SCHOOL LAKES 
MAINE, U.S .A. AND QUEBEC, CANADA 
DESIGN MEMORANDUM NO. 2 
HYDROLOGY AND HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS 
SECTION HI - DICKEY DAM - SPILLWAY DESIGN FLOOD 
1. PURPOSE 
This report, Section UI, is the third of five sections comprising 
Design Memorandum No. 2. This section, on the development of 
the spillway design flood (SDF) for the Dickey project, describes 
the hydrologic criteria used and analysis performed in determining 
the SDF and the results of routing the flood through the reservoir 
in order to establish surcharge-length relations for the spillway at 
Dickey Dam. Also included is a discussion of freeboard require-
ments, frequency of filling data, an update of climatologic data and 
daily discharge records of the Saint John and Allagash Rivers. 
2. AUTHORIZATION 
The Dickey-Lincoln School project was authorized by the Flood 
Control Act of 1965, Public Law 89-298, 89th Congress, 27 October 
1965, which reads in part as follows: 
"The Dickey-Lincoln School project, Saint John 
River, Maine, is hereby authorized as approved 
by the President on July 12, 1965 and substan-
tially in accordance with the plans included in the 
report of the Department of the Interior and the 
Corps of Engineers, dated August 1964, which is 
a supplement to the July 1963 report of the Inter-
national Passamaquoddy Tidal Power Project and 
Upper Saint John River Hydroelectric Power 
Development. " 
3. PREVIOUSLY SUBMITTED HYDROLOGY 
DESIGN MEMORANDUMS 
a. Section I - "Climatology and Streamflow" of this Design 
Memorandum was submitted 28 April 1967 and consisted of a de-
scription of the Saint John River basin upstream of Fort Kent, 
Maine and a summary of climatological and stream discharge data 
in the upper Saint John River watershed. Because of the interim 
period of deactivation of the Dickey project the general climatology 
formerly presented has been updated and included in this report. 
Collection of sedimentation and water quality data is now underway 
and will be presented in Design Memorandum No. 5 - "Water 
Quality. " 
b. Section II - "Stream Diversion at the Dickey Project" in-
cluded the method of diversion during construction, determination 
of the diversion flood and the hydraulic analysis of the diversion 
tunnel. A supplement or a revised Section II report will be resub-
mitted pending the outcome of ongoing project re studies. 
4. BASIN DESCRIPTION 
The Saint John River basin with a total drainage area of 21, 600 
square miles, shown on plate 2-III-1, is located in northern Maine 
and in the adjacent Canadian Provinces of Quebec and New Bruns-
wick, between the watersheds of the St. Lawrence River to the north 
and the Penobscot River to the south. A map delineating the upper 
Saint John River watershed above Fort Kent, Maine (D.A. = 5,960 
square miles) and above the Dickey and Lincoln School dam sites 
(D.A. = 2,712 and 4,086 square miles, respectively) is shown on 
plate 2-III-2. The Dickey dam site is located on the Saint John 
River about 1 mile above the mouth of the Allagash River and 28 
miles above Fort Kent. The present drainage area at the site is 
2, 712 square miles, but with construction of a dike across Falls 
Brook, a tributary of the St. Francis River, the project will have 
a gross drainage area of 2, 725 square miles. The highly wooded 
watershed is generally gently rolling with numerous small swamps 
and ponds. Elevations vary from about 1, 900 feet msl in the south-
east portion of the drainage area to 580 feet msl at the Dickey dam 
site. 
5. CLIMATOLOGY 
a. General. The climate of the upper Saint John River basin 
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is semi-humid with an average yearly temperature of approximately 
40° Fahrenheit and average yearly precipitation of 36 inches. Due 
to its northerly location, the area has escaped the brunt of coastal 
hurricanes with their accompanying intense rainfall. The area does 
experience periods of moderate rain and/or snowfall as a result of 
low pressure systems moving up the east coast and from frontal 
systems moving from west to east across the country. Climatologi-
cal data for the region is summarized in tables 1 through 3. Lo-
cations of climatological stations are shown on plate 2-III-3. 
b. Temperature. Average monthly temperatures in the basin 
vary considerably throughout the year. Summers are cool with 
temperatures averaging 50° to 60° Fahrenheit with only occasional 
rises into the nineties. Winters are long and cold with temperatures 
averaging 10° to 20° Fahrenheit, with subzero readings approxi-
mately 50 days each year. The mean, maximum and minimum 
monthly temperatures at several stations in or near the upper Saint 
John River watershed are summarized in table 1. 
c. Precipitation. The average annual precipitation over the 
upper Saint John River basin is about 36 inches and is distributed 
quite uniformly throughout the year, with slightly greater amounts 
during the summer months. Periods of moderate rainfall are 
usually not more than 1 to 2 days in duration and storm rainfall 
amounts generally do not exceed 1 to 2 inches. Monthly and annual 
precipitation for several locations are shown in table 2. 
d. Snowfall. Practically all winter precipitation occurs as snow 
with the total fall averaging about 100 inches per year. Snow survey 
data for the upper basin is limited but based on information gathered 
by hydropower interests the snowpack generally reaches a maximum 
in April. Average water equivalent of the spring snowpack is about 
8 inches, with maximums as high as 15 inches. Table 3 lists the 
mean, monthly and annual snowfall for several locations. 
6. STREAMFLOW RECORDS 
There are six recording stream gages in the Saint John River 
basin above Fort Kent, Maine, as shown on plate 2-III-3, with four 
maintained by the U.S. Geological Survey and the two international 
stations maintained by a joint agreement between the United States 
and Canada. Three of the stations are located on the main stem of 
the Saint John River and the others on the Allagash, St. Francis and 
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TABLE 10 
MONTHLY TEMPERATURES 
(Degrees Fahrenheit) 
Fort Kent, Maine 
Elevation 530 feet msl 
32 Years of Record 
Ripogenus Dam, Maine 
Elevation 965 feet msl 
AO Years of Record 
Month Mean Maximum Minimum Mean Maximum Minimum 
January 10.9 57 -42 12.1 52 -32 
February 12.7 53 -42 12.8 55 -42 
March 24.0 77 -31 23.3 74 -28 
April 37.6 83 - 9 37.0 79 - 7 
May 51.4 91 17 49.7 90 18 
June 61.6 95 29 60.6 96 29 
July 66.4 96 33 66.1 97 37 
August 63.9 97 33 64.2 99 32 
September 55.7 91 19 56.2 26 26 
October 44.6 83 7 45.9 85 15 
November 30.9 73 -14 32.6 74 - 4 
December 16.2 56 -28 17.4 64 -34 
ANNUAL 39.7 97 -42 39.8 99 -42 
Armagh, Quebec 
Elevation 900 feet msl 
57 Years of Record 
Ste. Rose du Degele, Quebec 
Elevation 500 feet msl 
41 Years of Record 
Month Mean Maximum Minimum Mean Maximum Minimum 
January 
February 
March 
April 
10.2 
12 .1 
23.0 
36.6 
57 
56 
68 
82 
-32 
-33 
-25 
- 8 
9.2 
11.1 
22.4 
35.8 
57 
55 
74 
77 
-41 
-36 
-30 
- 1 0 
May 
June 
July 
August 
50.0 
59.9 
63.8 
62.6 
88 
90 
96 
91 
11 
28 
30 
26 
48.4 
58.6 
64.1 
61.9 
90 
93 
95 
97 
14 
24 
32 
30 
September 
October 
November 
December 
54.5 
43.6 
30.5 
15.6 
88 
81 
71 
65 
22 
9 
-13 
-35 
53.9 
43.3 
30.4 
15.6 
90 
82 
71 
55 
19 
8 
- 1 2 
-34 
ANNUAL 38.5 96 -35 37.9 97 -41 
TABLE 12 
MONTHLY PRECIPITATION 
(Inches) 
Fort Kent, Maine 
Elevation 530 feet msl 
38 Years of Record 
Clayton Lake, Maine 
Elevation 1000 feet msl 
26 Years of Record 
Month Mean Maximum Minimum Mean Maximum Minimi 
January 2.17 4.63 .38 2.17 3.86 .49 
February 2.12 4.09 .88 2.26 3.80 .93 
March 2.37 5.86 .55 2.26 4.36 .81 
April 2.25 4.90 .74 2.53 4.77 .27 
May 2.82 5.87 .81 2.71 5.20 .93 
June 3.56 6.86 .47 3.37 8.03 1.12 
July 4.18 10.51 1.42 3.71 7.48 1.80 
August 3.94 9.97 .85 3.82 7.48 1.58 
September 3.47 7.28 .41 3.27 6.35 1.50 
October 3.27 5.77 .48 3.00 4.84 1.20 
November 2.86 7.00 .21 3.32 6.41 1.14 
December 2.77 8.38 .07 3.03 7.42 .85 
ANNUAL 35.78 49.58 25.49 35.45 51.62 27.66 
Ripogenus Dam, Maine 
Elevation 965 feet msl 
49 Years of Record 
Month Mean Maximum Minimum 
January 2, .52 5, .34 .53 
February 2, .32 6, .01 .73 
March 2, .58 7, .44 .40 
April 3, .08 6, .99 .81 
May 3. .43 6, .99 .84 
June 3. ,97 8. .78 .74 
July 4. ,17 8. .27 1 .32 
August 3. ,89 7. ,03 1 .09 
September 3. 66 11. ,00 .82 
October 3. .92 8. ,75 .55 
November 3. ,69 9. ,21 .76 
December 3. 00 8. ,10 .64 
ANNUAL 40. 23 54. 98 26, .38 
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TABLE 2 (cont.) 
MONTHLY PRECIPITATION 
(Inches) 
Armagh, Quebec 
Elevation 900 feet msl 
57 Years of Record 
Ste. Rose du Degele, Quebec 
Elevation 500 feet msl 
41 Years of Record 
Month Mean Maximum Minimum Mean Maximum Minimum 
January 3.03 5.50 .95 2.56 5.06 .40 
February 2.62 5.41 .49 2.46 4.60 .61 
March 2.60 5.54 .71 2.29 5.45 .40 
April 2.71 5.42 .20 2.33 5.00 .78 
May 2.92 5.69 1.03 2.64 5.69 .76 
June 3.95 9.80 .82 3.53 8.43 1.16 
July 4.26 8.65 1.26 4.17 8.79 2.02 
August 4.06 8.48 1.37 3.48 7.30 .66 
September 3. .70 7. ,18 .63 3. ,51 8. ,24 1. ,05 
October 3. .28 7. ,33 .78 3. ,15 5. ,79 ,50 
November 3. .28 6. ,23 1, .01 3. ,13 7. ,25 .51 
December 3. ,05 7. ,14 1, .00 2. ,93 6. ,31 1. .10 
ANNUAL 39. ,46 54. ,27 30, .01 36. ,18 48. .32 25, .74 
TABLE 12 
MEAN MONTHLY SNOWFALL 
(Average Depth in Inches) 
Fort Kent, Maine Ripogenus Dam, Maine 
Elevation 530 feet msl Elevation 965 feet msl 
Month 39 Years of Record 49 Years of Record 
January 20.8 25.0 
February 21.0 34.7 
March 16.5 20.0 
April 6.3 8.8 
May 0.6 0.6 
June 0 0 
July 0 0 
August 0 0 
September T 0 
October 1.5 2.4 
November 8.6 9.8 
December 19.9 23.9 
ANNUAL 95.2 125.2 
Armagh, Quebec Ste. Rose du Degele, Quebec 
Elevation 900 feet msl Elevation 500 feet msl 
Month 56 Years of Record 41 Years of Record 
January 24.0 22.2 
February 22.7 21.9 
March 17.6 16.3 
April 8.3 5.5 
May 0.8 0.3 
June 0 0 
July 0 0 
August 0 0 
September 0 0 
October 2.7 1.9 
N ovember 12.3 11.3 
December 22.5 20.5 
ANNUAL 110.9 99.9 
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Fish River tributaries. The mean, maximum and minimum dis-
charges for these stations are summarized in table 4. Peak dis-
charges of record at the six gaging stations are summarized in 
table 5. The available streamflow records were used extensively 
in the hydrologic analysis of the Saint John River and were of 
valuable assistance in the development of unit hydrographs. 
Plots of mean daily discharges of the Saint John River at 
Dickey, Maine and the Allagash River at Allagash, Maine for their 
respective periods of record are shown on plates 2-III-17 through 
2-III-24. 
7. SPILLWAY DESIGN FLOOD 
a. General. The term "spillway design flood" refers to the 
reservoir inflow hydrograph resulting from the probable maximum 
precipitation on ground saturated from previous storms. It is con-
sidered to be the most severe design criteria "reasonably possible" 
at the Dickey project. Use of this flood inflow in conjunction with a 
full reservoir pool at the start of the flood, assures that the project 
will adequately meet security provisions of the latest spillway de-
sign criteria as presented in EC 1110-2-27 for Standard I, whereby 
the dam and spillway are designed to prevent overtopping by floods 
produced by storms up to probable maximum severity. 
The design flood was determined by the unit hydrograph-rainfall 
excess method in accordance with procedures outlined in EM 1110-
2-1405, "Flood-Hydrograph Analyses and Computations," dated 31 
August 1959. 
b. Unit hydrograph analysis 
(1) General. Discharge data, for unit hydrograph analyses, 
was available only at two gaging sites in the watershed upstream of 
the Dickey dam site. Both are on the main stem of the Saint John 
River with the Dickey gage located practically at the dam site. The 
Ninemile Bridge gage located about 50 miles further upstream, 
measures runoff from 47 percent of the drainage area above the dam 
site. Although a unit hydrograph was derived from records at 
Dickey gage for "no pool" analyses, it was considered necessary to 
divide the watershed into subareas for computing the "full pool" 
inflow. 
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Saint John River at 
Ninemile Bridge, Maine 
(DA = 1,290 sq. mi.) 
1952 - 1973 
Month Mean Maximum Minimum 
January 595 1,325 207 
February 482 1,541 143 
March 660 3,276 180 
April 5,783 11,050 1 ,918 
May 7,959 16,550 2 ,265 
June 2,010 4,705 460 
July 1,145 3,167 174 
August 1,397 4,097 113 
September 1,377 3,930 102 
October 1,641 5,281 347 
November 2,103 5,717 540 
December 1,192 3,281 311 
ANNUAL 2,195 3,053 1 ,336 
TABLE 4 
MONTHLY DISCHARGES IN CFS 
Saint John River at 
Dickey, Maine 
(DA = 2,700 sq. mi.) 
1947 - 1973 
Mean Maximum Minimum 
1,225 2,696 341 
962 3,133 201 
1,249 5,218 378 
12,000 23,290 3,989 
17,043 35,100 5,660 
4,517 10,840 1,152 
2,611 6,516 904 
2,576 8,718 265 
2,554 7,655 397 
3,095 8,980 690 
4,195 10,180 605 
2,637 9,781 624 
4,555 6,565 2,843 
Allagash River near 
Allagash, Maine 
(DA = 1,250 sq. mi.) 
1932 - 1973 
Mean Maximum Minimum 
651 1,865 192 
492 1,662 119 
618 3,560 181 
3,921 8,699 623 
7,009 13,550 3,403 
2,340 4,544 719 
1,440 4,053 365 
1,151 4,535 165 
1,026 3,133 122 
1,151 3,776 149 
1,560 4,628 235 
1,178 4,549 252 
1,878 2,703 989 
St. Francis River at 
Outlet of Glazier Lake 
nr Connors, New Brunswick 
(DA = 520 sq. mi.) 
1952 - 1973 
Month Mean Maximum Minimum 
January 303 839 117 
February 239 650 117 
March 240 676 107 
April 1,798 4,187 558 
May 3,513 5,655 1,640 
June 1,013 1,690 456 
July 458 1,138 225 
August 439 1,781 101 
September 474 1,222 92 
October 543 1,650 84 
November 768 1,890 139 
December 538 1,393 127 
ANNUAL 860 1,285 485 
TABLE 4 (cont.) 
MONTHLY DISCHARGES IN CFS 
Fish River near 
Fort Kent, Maine 
(DA = 871 sq. mi.) 
1930 - 1973 
Mean Maximum Minimum 
607 1,891 157 
449 1,576 119 
524 3,104 107 
2,859 7,495 390 
5,222 8,951 2,520 
1,803 3,696 833 
978 3,075 294 
656 3,571 112 
619 2,492 52 
728 2,452 85 
1,229 4,116 134 
1,075 4,688 103 
1,396 4,840 773 
Saint John River below 
Fish River at 
Fort Kent, Maine 
(DA = 5,690 sq. mi.) 
1930 - 1973 
Mean Maximum Minimum 
2,970 7,438 871 
2,153 7,479 562 
2,982 23,590 669 
21,981 45,570 3,298 
35,677 68,100 14,580 
10,808 21,800 3,616 
6,238 14,770 2,214 
5,050 19,130 910 
4,971 14,700 935 
6,155 17,610 1,116 
8,351 22,720 1,367 
5,430 22,900 1,232 
9,397 13,220 5,663 
TABLE 12 
SAINT JOHN RIVER BASIN 
RECORD FLOODS 
Saint John River 
at 
Ninemile Bridge, Maine 
(DA = 1,290 sq. mi.) 
Date Discharge 
(cfs) 
Date 
1 May 1974 44,400 29 Apr 1974 
25 Apr 1958 34,200 10 May 1969 
15 May 1961 31,300 29 Apr 1973 
28 Apr 1970 31,300 15 May 1961 
24 Apr 1973 30,600 25 Apr 1958 
10 May 1969 27,800 9 May 1947 
Saint John River 
at 
Dickey, Maine 
(DA = 2,700 sq. mi.) 
Discharge 
(cfs) 
87,200 
Saint John River below 
Fish River at 
Fort Kent, Maine 
(DA = 5,690 sq. mi.) 
72,000 
71,700 
71,200 
68,700 
Date Discharge 
(cfs) 
1 May 1974 148,000 
30 May 1973 136,000 
16 May 1961 131,000 
11 May 1969 129,000 
5 May 1933 121,000 
26 Apr 1958 118,000 
11 May 1959 115,000 
5 May 1942 115,000 
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TABLE 5 (cont.) 
SAINT JOHN RIVER BASIN 
RECORD FLOODS 
Allagash River 
near Allagash, Maine 
(DA = 1,250 sq. mi.) 
St. Francis River at 
Outlet of Glazier Lake near 
Connors, New Brunswick 
(DA = 520 sq. ml.) 
Date Discharge 
(cfs) 
Date Discharge 
(cfs) 
29 Apr 1973 29,400 12 May 1969 13,000 
17 May 1961 28,800 30 Apr 1973 12,100 
1 May 1974 26,400 16 May 1961 11,500 
5 May 1933 23,400 16 May 1974 11,500 
5 May 1942 22,500 26 Apr 1958 10,800 
11 May 1969 22,300 
11 May 1959 21,500 
25 Apr 1958 19,000 
21 Apr 1941 17,600 
Fish River near 
Fort Kent, Maine 
(DA = 871 sq. mi.) 
Date Discharge 
(cfs) 
30 Apr 1973 15,800 
16 May 1961 13,400 
11 May 1969 12,200 
26 Apr 1958 12,000 
8 May 1947 11,000 
11 May 1959 10,700 
5 May 1942 10,600 
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(2) Subareas. For purposes of analysis the 2, 725 square 
mile watershed was divided into four subareas as shown on plate 
2-III-3. Table 6 lists the drainage areas of the respective sub-
areas. 
TABLE 6 
DICKEY SUBWATERSHEDS 
Description Square Miles 
Saint John River upstream 
of Ninemile Bridge gage 1, 290 
Big Black River above 910 
feet msl full pool elevation 164 
Local area between dam 
site and Ninemile Bridge 1, 137 
Dickey reservoir area at 
910 feet msl full pool 
elevation 134 
TOTAL 2,725 
(3) Unit hydrograph for area upstream of Ninemile Bridge 
gage. Since October 1950 the U.S. Geological Survey has main-
tained a continuous record of flows on the Saint John River at a 
gaging station located about 0. 4 mile downstream of Ninemile 
Bridge. A review of these discharge records revealed that the 
floods of 7 July 1951, 28 June 1954, 13 August 1954, 11 September 
1954, 10 August 1958, 4 September 1967 and 29 August 1971 were 
suitable for unit hydrograph analyses. Although the record floods 
in the Saint John River basin occurred in the springtime they were 
not used for -unit graph development for the following reasons: 
(a) Winter and spring runoff are more a function of the 
rate of snowmelt than the volume and intensity of rainfall. 
(b) The normal operating rule for the Dickey dam dic-
tates that the pool will be drawn down in the spring, providing a 
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considerable amount of storage in anticipation of the annual spring 
runoff (this aspect is described in greater detail in paragraph 8 of 
this report). 
(c) The maximum probable precipitation is greatest in 
volume and intensity during the summer and fall months. 
Hourly rainfall values were available from the precipitation 
station at Clayton Lake, Maine which is located about 11 miles 
southeast of the gaging station at Ninemile Bridge. It was recog-
nized that use of rainfall data from only one station in the develop-
ment of unit hydrographs for a large watershed is not desirable. 
However, it was the only available data in the sparsely populated 
watershed and was of value in developing rainfall-runoff time dis-
tributions. Rainfall excess over the watersheds was determined 
from recorded runoff volume in the absence of extensive rainfall 
data. 
Unit hydrographs derived from the July 1951 and June 1954 
storms had considerably higher peak discharges than the others. 
Derivations of the unit graphs from these two floods are shown on 
plates 2-IH-4 and 2-III-5. Results of the studies on all floods are 
summarized on plate 2-III-6. The determination of these unit hy-
drographs was facilitated by use of the computer program entitled, 
"Unit Hydrograph and Loss Rate Optimization," dated August 1966, 
prepared by the Hydrologic Engineering Center, Corps of Engi-
neers, Davis, California. 
As shown on plate 2-III-6, peaks of the computed unit graphs 
varied considerably from 8, 500 to 17,000 cfs. This difference was 
considered due to variations in rainfall pattern and intensity over 
the drainage area. Hydrologic studies in a large number of river 
basins throughout the United States as well as New England have 
shown that peaks of unit hydrographs derived from major flood 
hydrographs representing runoff volumes greater than approxi-
mately 5 inches, were from 25 to 50 percent higher than values 
computed from records of smaller floods, with 1 to 2 inches of 
runoff. Differences are not directly proportional to the volumes 
of flood runoff, but apparently are the result of a number of fac-
tors, some of which have greater influences during certain floods 
than in others such as distribution and concentration of rainfall, 
natural storage in the basin and changes in hydraulic gradients in 
main river channels as well as tributary streams. 
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Rainfall associated with the seven storms used for unit hy-
drograph development varied from 1.5 to 3.5 inches. To reflect 
the increased runoff rate expected under greater and more intense 
rainfall, and in accordance with EM 1110-2-1405, a 6-hour unit 
hydrograph was adopted with a peak ordinate of 25, 500 cfs or 50 
percent higher than that computed for the July 1951 storm for the 
area above Ninemile Bridge. The adopted unit hydrograph is 
shown on plate 2-III-7. 
(4) Unit hydrograph for Big Black River above full pool 
elevation. Since there were no discharge records for the Big 
Black River nor any similar sized drainage area in the Saint John 
River basin, it was necessary to develop a synthetic unit hydro-
graph based on records of comparable drainage areas in the 
eastern United States. The Big Black River watershed, with a 
drainage area of 1 64 square miles upstream of the 910 feet msl 
pool elevation, is fairly level with gently rolling terrain. The 
river appears to have comparatively slow runoff characteristics as 
a result of a mild stream slope, appreciable valley storage and 
considerable swampy areas. 
Civil Works Investigation Project CS-153 "Unit Hydro-
graph Compilations, " dated 1954 presents a compilation of unit 
hydrograph data developed from streamflow records from a range 
of watersheds with varying runoff. Three comparable sized areas 
were found and although they were somewhat steeper than the Big 
Black River, the records were considered adequate for use in de-
veloping synthetic unit graph coefficients for the Big Black. 
Table 7 summarizes drainage area characteristics and unit hydro-
graph data for four watersheds. 
In addition to the above analysis, comparative studies were 
also made using available discharge records for the Warner River 
at Davisville, New Hampshire, which has a comparably sized 
drainage area of 146 square miles with slow runoff characteristics. 
Analyses of several small floods on this river indicated a maxi-
mum 6-hour unit hydrograph peak of about 15 csm (1 csm equals 
1 cfs per 1 square mile). 
A 6-hour unit graph with a peak of 4, 000 cfs, equivalent to 
24 csm was considered representative for minor to moderate sized 
floods in the Big Black River. However, in order to take into 
account the unknown hydrologic factors, the 6-hour unit hydrograph 
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TABLE 7 
DRAINAGE AREA CHARACTERISTICS AND UNIT HYDROGRAPH DATA 
Maximum Minimum Stream LT ca V
3 Shape 
Location Area Elevation Elevation Slope L
 L 
CA / Factor 
(sq.mi • ) (ft,msl) (ft,msl) (ft,msl) miles miles 
Charlotte Creek near 
Davenport Center, N.Y. 163 2,500 1,190 19.7 23 14 5 .7 3.4 
Chattahouchee River 
near Leaf, Georgia 150 4,400 1,220 17.1 25 13 5 .7 4.2 
Soque River near 
Demorest, Georgia 155 4,400 1,150 22.5 28 10 5, .4 5.1 
Big Black River 
Above Elevation 910 164 1,850 910 16 26 12.5 5. .7 4.1 
UNIT HYDROGRAPH DATA 
Rainfall Excess % 
Date of Storm Duration Amount Qpr (
c
r = 3 hrs. )
 fc
pR 
C
P 
c
p 6 4 0 
(hrs) (inches) (cfs) (hrs) (hrs) 
Charlotte Creek near 22 May 1942 8 1.00 4,450 _ 13.4 370 
Davenport Center, N.Y. 14 Jun 1942 6 1.40 4,080 - 13.7 - 343 
8 Nov 1943 4 0.43 4,570 - 12.9 - 362 
Chattahoochee River 21 Mar 1942 9 0.72 5,970 6,500 7 7.5 279 
near Leaf, Georgia 28 Mar 1944 30 1.19 3,710 7,000 7 4.5 173 
9 Feb 1946 18 1.79 5,550 6,210 10 10.5 370 
19 Jan 1947 30 1.47 4,870 - 10 - 325 
Soque River near 21 Mar 1942 9 0.60 4,965 5,100 8 7.5 256 
Demorest, Georgia 7 Jan 1946 36 3.30 6,400 6,400 13 7.5 332 
9 Feb 1946 15 1.32 4,500 4,500 15 16.5 380 
19 Jan 1947 27 1.38 4,600 4,600 9 4.5 238 
Big Black River - 6 1 4,000 4,300 15 15 366 
Above Elevation 910 - 6 1 6,000* 6,700 12 12.5 440 
*Adopted for Spillway Design Flood Determination 
was peaked 50 percent to a peak ordinate of 6,000 cfs, shown on 
plate 2-III-7, for use with the probable maximum precipitation. 
(5) Unit hydrograph for local area between dam site and 
Ninemile Bridge gage. The remaining local area, totaling 1,137 
square miles, is rectangular in shape with a length of approxi-
mately 45 miles and a width of 25 miles. The Dickey reservoir 
pool separates this watershed in such a way that about 90 percent 
of the drainage area is located on the westerly side of the reser-
voir and the remaining 10 percent on the easterly side. The area 
consists of numerous small streams with watersheds varying in 
size from a few square miles to a maximum of about 100 square 
miles. These streams do not combine into one river flowing into 
the reservoir at a single point but enter at many locations around 
the perimeter of the reservoir at full pool (elevation 910 feet msl). 
The easterly streams are small (2 to 3 miles in length) and have 
a shorter time of runoff concentration than those from the westerly 
side which are much longer and have larger drainage areas. In 
general, the westerly streams have more gently sloping terrains, 
considerable channel storage, marshy areas and several lakes, 
resulting in comparatively slow runoff characteristics. In the 
determination of a synthetic unit hydrograph for this rather unique 
1,137 square mile watershed, the approach taken was to develop a 
typical synthetic unit graph for an assumed average tributary 
watershed of approximately 50 square miles and then proportion-
ately increase it to represent the additive runoff from the total 
drainage area. Data presented in "Unit Hydrograph Compilations" 
indicated that unit graphs from moderate sized floods for drain-
age areas similar in size to the assumed tributary watershed, had 
maximum peaks from 20 to 25 csm. However, the peak of the 
adopted unit hydrograph for SDF determination was increased 
about 50 percent to 35 csm, resulting in a combined unit graph of 
39, 000 cfs which is shown on plate 2-III-7. 
(6) Unit hydrograph for Dickey reservoir area at full pool 
elevation. The rate of runoff for the reservoir surface area is 
equal to the rainfall intensity. The full pool has a surface area of 
134 square miles and 1 inch of rainfall in 6 hours results in a bar 
hydrograph with a peak ordinate of 14, 300 cfs (see plate 2-III-7). 
(7) Comparative unit graph studies. Comparative studies 
were also made between the summation of the above adopted unit 
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hydrographs and the unit hydrograph developed from recorded 
flows at the Dickey gage. This analysis consisted of: (a) per-
forming unit-graph determinations of summer storm-runoff 
events at Dickey, (b) adjusting the peak and lag of the unit graph 
to reflect full pool conditions, and (c) comparing the modified 
unit graph with the sum of all the incremental unit graphs to the 
edge of the Dickey full pool. First, a 6-hour unit hydrograph at 
Dickey was developed from the 29 August 1971 storm event. The 
peak of this natural unit graph was then increased 50 percent to 
reflect the increased rate of runoff in the watershed under spill-
way design flood conditions. This modified unit graph, which 
still represented a "no pool" condition, was then further modified 
by adjusting lag time and peak to be representative of "full pool" 
conditions. Lag adjustments were made by determining the 
weighted lag at all subareas to Dickey and then removing the lag 
time associated with travel time through the reservoir reach. The 
resulting unit graph for the inflow to the full pool compared favor-
ably with the sum of the adopted subbasin hydrographs to the full 
pool and no further adjustment was considered necessary to the 
adopted unit graphs presented on plate 2-III-7. 
c. Probable maximum precipitation. At the request of the 
Corps of Engineers, the Hydrometeorological Branch of the U.S. 
Weather Bureau prepared a report entitled, "Probable Maximum 
Precipitation for Saint John River Above Dickey Damsite and 
Between Dickey and Lincoln School Damsites, Maine, " dated 
December 1966. This report is attached as Appendix A. Proce-
dures and rainfall values in this report were used to determine 
the spillway design flood for the Dickey Reservoir. 
It was necessary to determine a storm pattern over the water-
shed which would produce the most critical discharge hydrograph 
conditions when the four subarea components were combined. 
Various trials were assumed by both transposing the location of the 
center of the isohyetal storm pattern and changing the alignment of 
the storm pattern over the basin. The adopted storm isohyetal pat-
tern, shown on plate 2-III-8, has its center over the Depot Stream 
watershed with its long axis running in a northeast-southwest 
direction. 
Losses from infiltration, surface detention, transpiration, 
and other intangible factors were assumed at a rate of 0. 05 inch 
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per hour which is consistent with minimum losses determined in 
previous studies for the New England area. Average rates of pre-
cipitation, rainfall excess, and the rearranged rainfall excess for 
deriving the SDF for the four areas are shown in table 8. 
d. Spillway design flood inflow. Components of the spillway de-
sign flood were derived for the four subareas by applying rainfall 
excess values to the adopted unit hydrographs. The total SDF inflow 
to the full reservoir was obtained by combining these separate in-
flows. Determination of inflow hydrographs, based on different 
storm patterns over the watershed with subsequent routings through 
the reservoir, indicated that critical reservoir discharge conditions 
were primarily related to the volume of runoff and not to the peak of 
the inflow hydrograph. 
The adopted inflow hydrograph has a peak discharge of 490,000 
cfs, equivalent to 180 csm, and an average runoff volume of about 
9.5 inches from the 2,725 square mile drainage area. Also it was 
assumed that a base flow of 5, 000 cfs was occurring at the begin-
ning of the flood. The respective inflow hydrographs are shown on 
plate 2-IH-8. Table 9 summarizes various components of the design 
flood. 
e. Spillway length and induced surcharge with SDF routings. 
The maximum power pool level at Dickey will be at spillway crest, 
therefore SDF routings were made assuming the reservoir initially 
filled to spillway crest. The SDF was routed through surcharge 
storage assuming various lengths of fixed crest ungated emergency 
spillways from 400 to 1, 000 feet in length and with various release 
rates through turbines and outlets. The resulting surcharge-length 
curves are shown on plate 2-III-9. Area and capacity curves for 
the Dickey Reservoir are presented on plate 2-III-10. 
Engineer Circular 1110-2-27, entitled: "Policies and Proce-
dures Pertaining to Determination of Spillway Capacities and Free-
board Allowances for Dams, " dated 1 August 1966, states: "As a 
general rule, releases through power turbines should not exceed 
approximately 75 percent of the total capacity of all turbines in-
stalled, when operating at rated capacity. " Exploratory SDF rout-
ings were performed at Dickey assuming varying numbers of 
turbines operating up to a maximum of seven. 
It is further planned that Dickey will have a low level outlet to 
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TABLE 8 
PROBABLE MAXIMUM PRECIPITATION 
Time 
(Hours) 
Saint John River Above 
Ninemile Bridge 
(DA ° 1,290 sq. mi.) 
Adopted 
Rainfall Pattern 
Rainfall Excess* of R. E. 
(Inches) (Inches) (Inches) 
Big Black River Above 
910 feet msl Pool Elevation 
(DA = 164 sq. mi.) 
Adopted 
Rainfall Pattern 
Rainfall Excess* of R. E. 
Dickey Reservoir 
Area at Elevation 
910 feet msl 
(DA = 134 sq. mi.) 
• Adopted 
Rainfall Pattern 
Rainfall Excess* of R. E. 
(Inches) (Inches) (Inches) (Inches) (Inches) (Inches) 
Local Area Between 
Damsite and Ninemile 
Bridge 
(DA = 1,137 sq. mi.) 
Adopted 
Rainfall Pattern 
Rainfall Excess* of R . E. 
(Inches) (Inches) (Inches) 
M 
O 
(J - - - - - - - - - - - -
6 6. .85 6. .55 - 7.46 7.16 - 6.82 6, .82 0.07 7. 14 6, .84 -
12 2. 15 1. 85 - 2.21 1.91 - 2.14 2, .14 0.08 2. 18 1, .88 -
18 0, ,70 0. .40 - 0.70 0.40 - 0.70 0. .70 0.25 0. 70 0, .40 -
24 0. ,70 0. .40 - 0.70 0.40 - 0.70 0. .70 0.25 0. 70 0. .40 -
30 0, .25 - 0.40 0.25 - 0.40 0.25 0. ,25 0.70 0. 25 - 0. .40 
36 0. .25 - 1.85 0.25 - 1.91 0.25 0. .25 2.14 0. 25 - 1. 88 
42 0. .25 - 6.55 0.25 - 7.16 0.25 0. ,25 6.82 0. 25 - 6. .84 
48 0. ,25 - 0.40 0.25 - 0.40 0.25 0. .25 0.70 0. 25 - 0. .40 
54 0. .08 - - 0.08 - - 0.08 0. .08 0.25 0. 08 - -
60 0. .08 - - 0.08 - - 0.08 0.08 0.25 0. 08 - -
66 0. .07 - - 0.07 - - 0.07 0. .07 0.08 0. 07 - -
72 0. .07 - _ 0.07 _ _ 0.07 0. ,07 0.07 0. 07 
! 
_ _ 
Totals 11. ,70 9. .20 9.20 12.37 9.87 9.87 11.66 11. ,66 11.66 12. 02 9. .52 9. ,52 
* Rainfall loss rate = 0.30 inch per 6 hours. 
TABLE 10 
SUMMARY OF SPILLWAY DESIGN FLOOD COMPONENTS 
Drainage Area (sq. mi.) 
6-Hour Unit Hydrograph 
Peak (cfs) 
Average Precipitation 
(inches) 
Rainfall Excess -
Inches 
Acre-Feet 
Peak SDF Discharge (cfs) 
Contribution to Peak 
Inflow (%) 
Contribution to Volume 
of Inflow (%) 
Saint John 
River Above 
Ninemile Bridge 
1,290 
25,500 
11.70 
9.2 
660,000 
220,000 
33.6 
48 
Big Black 
River Above 
Full Pool 
164 
6,000 
12.37 
9.87 
86,000 
51,000 
9.7 
6 
Dickey 
Reservoir 
Area 
134 
14,300 
11 .66 
11.66 
83,000 
97,500 
0.7 
Local Area 
1,137 
39,000 
12.02 
9.52 
549,000 
296,000 
55.0 
40 
Total 
2,725 
1 1 . 8 6 
9.49 
1,378,000 
490,000 
100* 
100 
•Includes base flow of 1 percent 
permit regulation of outflows during reservoir filling to supplement 
spillway discharges during major floods and to permit future emer-
gency drawdown of the permanent pool. Exploratory SDF routings 
were made assuming a total low level outlet capacity of 32,000 cfs 
based on outlet rating curves for a 26-foot diameter tunnel with 
three 8 x 16 foot gates, presented in Design Memorandum No. 2 -
Section II, "Stream Diversion. " 
The following provisional rule curve for the turbines and outlet 
capacity was used in test routings of the SDF through the reservoir 
assuming a spillway length of 600 feet. 
Condition Operation 
Start of SDF, pool at 
elevation 910 Normal turbine operation 
Pool rises to 
elevation 910. 1 Operate 1st turbine continuously 
elevation 910.2 Start 2nd turbine 
elevation 910.3 Start 3rd turbine 
elevation 910.4 Start 4th turbine 
elevation 910.5 Start 5th turbine 
elevation 910.6 Start 6th turbine 
elevation 910.7 Start 7th turbine 
elevation 910. 8 Outlet discharge 16,000 cfs 
elevation 910. 9 Outlet discharge 32,000 cfs 
Higher than 911.0 Seven turbines operating - outlet 
discharge 32,000 cfs 
This assumed method of operation induces surcharge storage 
as reservoir releases are systematically increased and insures 
that regulated releases from the dam would not be greater than 
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those occurring under natural conditions (see paragraph 9d). 
f. Spillway design flood outflow 
(1) General. The results of a routing with up to seven tur-
bines operational are shown on plate 2 - IH- l l , "Spillway Design 
Flood - Routing Through Dickey Reservoir. " This routing of the 
design flood through the reservoir resulted in a total peak discharge 
of 127, 000 cfs and a peak pool elevation of 918. 8 feet msl. Table 10 
lists a breakdown of reservoir discharges for the tentative rule 
curve shown in the preceding paragraph. 
(2) Effect of surcharge storage. The test routing clearly 
demonstrated that the modifying effect of the reservoir on the SDF 
is quite significant as the peak inflow of 490, 000 cfs is reduced to 
an outflow of 127,000 cfs or a reduction of 74 percent. The stor-
age in the 8. 8 feet of surcharge amounts to 800, 000 acre-feet, 
equivalent to 5. 5 inches of runoff from the entire 2, 725 square mile 
drainage area. A 1. 6 foot rise in the surcharge is equivalent to 
1 inch of runoff. 
To further illustrate the significant effect of the surcharge 
storage, the peak of the inflow hydrograph was increased about 20 
percent from 490, 000 to 600, 000 cfs, maintaining the same volume. 
Routing this flood hydrograph through the reservoir resulted in a 
total discharge of 128,500 cfs and a maximum surcharge of 9.0 
feet which is only 0. 2 foot above the preceding surcharge of 8.8 
feet. 
(3) Discharge distribution. At maximum surcharge eleva-
tion 918. 8 the distribution of outflow was as follows in the test 
routing: 
Discharge 
(cfs) 
Percent 
Spillway (600 feet) 6 0 , 0 0 0 47 
Turbines (7) 35,000 28 
Outlet Capacity 32,000 25 
Total 127,000 100 
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TABLE 10 
SUMMARY OF SDF RESERVOIR DISCHARGES 
(Spillway Length = 600 feet) 
Turbines 
IN) 
4*. 
Elevation 
(msl) 
910 
910.1 
910.2 
910.3 
910.4 
910.5 
910.6 
910.7 
910.8 
910.9 
911.0 
Number Discharge 
(cfs) 
Outlet 
Discharge 
(cfs) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
5,000 
10,000 
15,000 
20,000 
25,000 
30,000 
35,000 
35,000 
35,000 
35,000 
16,000 
32,000 
32,000 
Spillway 
Discharge 
(cfs) 
75 
200 
375 
600 
800 
1 ,100 
1,300 
1,600 
1,900 
2,300 
Maximum Pool 
918.8 35,000 32,000 60,000 
Total 
Discharge 
(cfs) 
Normal 
5,075 
10,200 
15,375 
20,600 
25,800 
31,100 
36,300 
52,600 
68,900 
69,300 
127,000 
The spillway discharge is about one-half of the total outflow. 
As this appeared to be a low percentage of the total discharge, ad-
ditional routings were made to determine the maximum pool eleva-
tions assuming various combinations of the turbines and outlet 
gates operative and inoperative, with the results summarized in 
table 11. 
TABLE 11 
COMPARATIVE RESERVOIR ROUTINGS 
Maximum 
Pool 
Discharge Percent Elevation 
(cfs) (ft, msl) 
1. 600-foot spillway 70,500 57 
7 turbines 35,000 33 
No outlet capacity - -
Total 105,000 100 919.9 
2. 600-foot spillway 73,000 70 
Outlet capacity 32, 000 30 
Turbines inoperative - -
Total 105,000 100 920.1 
3. 600-foot spillway 84,500 100 
Turbines and outlets 
inoperative - -
Total 84, 500 100 921.1 
The above tabulation shows that if either the 7 turbines or 
the outlet controls become inoperative during the SDF, the spill-
way discharge would increase to about two-thirds of the total out-
flow and about a 10-foot surcharge would occur, resulting in a 
freeboard of 5 feet. With turbines and gates both inoperative, a 
11-foot surcharge would occur, resulting in a 4-foot freeboard. It 
can be noted that even under extreme conditions with the turbines 
and outlet gates inoperable, a 4-foot freeboard is still available 
which also reflects the significance of surcharge storage. 
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(4) Other considerations 
(a) Type and location of spillway. The general plan 
of the Dickey development, plate 2-III-12, is shown for informa-
tional purposes. Ongoing studies may result in modifications to 
this plan. An uncontrolled ogee spillway with a crest elevation at 
910 feet msl has been tentatively selected for design purposes; 
however, the type of spillway will be reviewed and may be revised 
if later hydraulic studies deem it necessary. 
(b) Sudden releases from large upstream lakes. The 
possibility of large volumes of water being suddenly released from 
the larger upstream lakes (Depot and Lac de l'Est) was investigated 
and found to be highly improbable. Since there are no structures at 
the outlets of these lakes, sudden releases are not likely to occur. 
8. SPILLWAY DESIGN FLOOD WITH SNOWMELT 
a. General. Historically, floods on the Saint John River have 
resulted from snowmelt or snowmelt in conjunction with rainfall, 
but not from rainfall alone. However, the selected spillway design 
flood is not a snowmelt type flood. The nonsnowmelt flood result-
ing from the all season Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) 
was considered more critical for spillway design for the following 
reasons: (1) the Dickey rule curve will stipulate that the reser-
voir be drawn down providing a minimum storage at the beginning 
of the spring season equivalent to 13 inches of runoff to provide 
downstream flood control (see paragraph 8c), (2) the spring PMP 
is less than the all season with the April and May values 79 and 86 
percent of the all season, respectively, and (3) though the snow-
melt flood might have greater volume it was considered that the 
peak rate of runoff from a nonsnowmelt flood would be comparable 
to that of a snowmelt event due to the attenuating effect of the snow-
pack. 
b. SDF with snowmelt. A springtime probable maximum flood 
with snowmelt was developed for comparative purposes. Snowmelt 
was determined by the following equation presented in Volume 4, 
"Hydrologic Engineering Methods for Water Resources Development," 
dated October 1973 and prepared by the Hydrologic Engineering 
Center, Davis, California. 
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M = . 09 + (. 029 + . 0084kW + . 007R)(T-TF) 
where: 
M = Snowmelt in inches 
k = Convection minus condensation melt constant for 
a basin which represents the mean exposure of 
the basin: . 3 for a densely forested basin to 1. 0 
for an unforested basin 
W = Wind speed in miles per hour at 50 feet above the 
snow 
R = Rainfall in inches per day 
T = Air temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit at the 10-
foot level 
TF = Temperature of the snowpack in degrees Fahren-
heit, usually assumed to be 32° F. for a melting 
snowpack 
Snowmelt at Dickey was computed assuming a temperature of 
45° Fahrenheit, a wind speed of 10 miles per hour and the spring-
time probable maximum precipitation. 
Total runoff was the sum of snowmelt runoff, 72-hour excess 
rainfall and an assumed baseflow of 5,000 cfs which is equivalent 
to 0. 07 inch of runoff per day from the 2, 725 square mile drainage 
area. For this analysis, rainfall losses of 0.05 inch per hour 
were assumed. Table 12 summarizes the various runoff compo-
nents of the 72-hour SDF occurring during the months of April and 
May. 
The 72-hour rainfall excess for May plus the computed snow-
melt was applied to the individual unit graphs for the sub-basins 
above the Dickey dam site and the resulting hydrographs plus base-
flow were combined to determine the total inflow hydrograph to the 
Dickey pool. The resulting hydrograph had a volume equivalent to 
11.2 inches of runoff compared to 9. 5 inches of runoff experienced 
under the summertime SDF. However, the peak of this hydrograph 
•was almost identical to the peak of the nonsnowmelt SDF. 
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TABLE 12 
PROBABLE MAXIMUM STORM 
RUNOFF WITH SNOWMELT 
(In Inches) 
72-Hour Excess 
Month PMP Rainfall Base Flow 
Runoff 
From Total 
Snowmelt Runoff 
April 9. 25 7 .0 0. 2 3 .2 10.4 
May 10. 06 7.7 0. 2 3.3 11.2 
c. Storage rule curve. At the request of NED, the North Pacific 
Division performed system simulation studies for the Dickey project 
which were reported in: "Determination of Normal Full Pool Eleva-
tion at Dickey, " dated 1 August 1966. As part of these studies, a 
storage rule curve was developed for Dickey which would not reduce 
the firm yield of the reservoir, but at the same time would minimize 
releases during April and May. The resulting rule curve stipulated 
a drawdown at Dickey during the winter months, providing available 
storage capacity equivalent to a minimum of 13 inches of runoff at 
the start of the runoff period. The results of this power study are 
summarized on plate 2-IH-13, in which section " A " presents the 
end of month pool elevations for the study period, and sections " B " 
and " C " graphically present frequency and duration relationships, 
respectively. 
It is expected that the storage rule curve will be further refined 
to allow for snow cover measurements in the watershed during late 
winter and spring months. In general, however, the reservoir will 
be lowered in anticipation of snowmelt thereby providing sufficient 
storage for flood control. 
9. SPILLWAY DESIGN FLOOD WITH PREPROJECT CONDITIONS 
a. General. For comparison purposes a "natural" or preproj-
ect spillway design flood was determined for the Saint John River 
at Dickey. Similar isohyetal storm pattern and runoff conditions 
were assumed except for the absence of the Dickey Reservoir. This 
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flood was also developed by the unit hydrograph-rainfall excess 
method. 
b. Unit hydrograph analysis. Unit hydrograph analysis was 
made of five experienced rainfall-runoff events at Dickey which oc-
curred in July 1951, June 1954, August 1954, September 1954 and 
August 1971. Floods affected by snowmelt were not analyzed. All 
five analyses are summarized on plate 2-III-14. The adopted unit 
graph, also shown on plate 2-III-14, peaked 50 percent above the 
June 1959 unit graph to a peak ordinate of 46, 500 cfs. 
c. Probable maximum precipitation. Rainfall values were 
taken from the same isohyetal storm pattern shown on plate 2-HI-8. 
The average rainfall totaled 11.87 inches and losses were assumed 
at a rate of 0. 05 inch per hour. Rainfall excess totaled 9. 37 inches 
and is shown on plate 2-III-15. 
d. Natural spillway design flood. The natural spillway design 
flood was derived by applying the rainfall excess values to the adopted 
Dickey unit graph. The resultant hydrograph, including a base flow 
of 5,000 cfs, peaked at 410,000 cfs and is shown on plate 2-III-15. 
A comparison of SDF discharges under preproject conditions 
and project design conditions (plates 2-III-15 and 2-III-11) shows 
that peak releases with the project would not exceed the natural 
discharges. 
10. TOP ELEVATION OF MAIN DAM AND DIKES 
a. General. In order to establish the top elevation of the main 
dam and dikes it was necessary to determine freeboard require-
ments. The term "freeboard" as used in this memorandum refers 
to the difference in elevation between maximum design water sur-
face elevation and top of the earth embankments constituting the dam 
and dikes. Such freeboard is provided to prevent overtopping of the 
dam and dikes by wave action and/or to limit the overtopping to such 
an extent as not to endanger the dam or dikes. 
b. Effect of wind and wave action. The procedures outlined in 
Engineer Technical Letter 1110-2-8, entitled: "Computations of 
Freeboard Allowances for Waves in Reservoirs, " dated 1 August 
1966, were used to determine wave height, runup and wind setup on 
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the slopes of the earth embankments. The selection of a "Freeboard 
Design Wind" that might be reasonably expected to prevail over the 
effective fetch area of the reservoir was based upon considerations 
outlined in paragraph 12 of EC 1110-2-27. 
The nearest weather observation station to the Dickey dam site 
is located in Caribou, Maine, about 50 miles east-southeast of the 
project. A discussion of wind observations at Caribou is included 
in Section I of this Design Memorandum, submitted 21 April 1967. 
Based on this record design wind velocity of 60 mph over land, 
which is equivalent to about 70 mph over water was selected for the 
computation of wave height and setup for the various embankments. 
Wind producing maximum waves and setup on the slopes of the em-
bankments would come from various quadrants due to the orientation 
and shape of the reservoir area. A summary of the freeboard re-
quirements for wind and wave action is shown on table 13. All dike 
embankments and a map of the reservoir area are shown on plate 
2-III-16. 
c. Water surface gradients in the reservoir during the SDF. 
During the SDF routings it was recognized that hydraulic gradients 
probably would occur in different reaches of the reservoir. The 
"wedge" storage due to the gradients (primarily in the upper 
reaches where the sectional areas are considerably smaller) was 
purposely not used in the routings and the pool was assumed level. 
However, in the determination of freeboard requirements for the 
dike embankments, consideration was given to the gradients in the 
reservoir pool during the design flood that would occur between the 
dam and the dikes on Hafey and Cunliffe Brooks. The dikes are 
about 15 and 40 miles, respectively, upstream from the dam. 
Several backwater computations were made through the reservoir 
using discharges that would occur between the time periods of maxi-
mum reservoir inflow (elevation of pool = 914. 5) and maximum 
computed pool elevation (918.8). Cross sections were taken across 
the narrower confines of the reservoir between the dam and respec-
tive dikes and as they were assumed to be typical for the reaches of 
the reservoir between the sections, the computed backwater gradi-
ents are on the conservative side. 
Hydraulic studies indicated that discharges through the reach 
of the reservoir between the Hafey Brook dike and the dam were 
comparatively small, and when flowing through the large cross sec-
tional areas of the pool, resulted in small velocities and negligible 
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TABLE 13 
SUMMARY OF FREEBOARD 
REQUIREMENTS FOR WIND AND WAVE ACTION 
Principal Wind 
Effective Exposure Wave Height Computed 
Location Fetch (Fe) Direction and Runup Wind Setup Freeboard 
(miles) (feet) (feet) (feet) 
North and South Dams 3.1 Northwest 5.9 0. 1 6 .0 
w Falls Brook Dike 2.7 Southwest 5. 75 0. 25 6 .0 
Hafey Brook Dike 2. 1 South 4 .9 0. 1 5 .0 
South Dike 1.0 Northwest 3. 65 0. 15 3 .8 
Cunliffe Brook Dike 0.6 West 2.75 0. 15 2.9 
Campbell Brook Saddle 0 .2 Northwest 2.0 Negligible 2 .0 
gradients. It is not considered necessary to raise the height of 
Hafey Brook dike because of reservoir gradient slopes. 
However, flows through the reservoir reach between Cunliffe 
Brook and the dam, a distance of approximately 40 miles, are con-
siderable. Discharges through the different sections also vary as 
runoff from the local areas complement flows from the Ninemile 
Bridge gage. Results of the studies indicated conservative head 
losses of 3. 5 feet at time of maximum reservoir inflow (concurrent 
pool elevation 914. 5 feet msl at Dickey dam)to about 1. 5 feet at 
time of maximum pool elevation 918. 8 feet msl. 
d. Selected elevations, top of dams and dikes. Selected top 
elevations of the dam and dike embankments were based on the 
maximum surcharge above the spillway crest, freeboard for wind 
and wave action, and the effect of the SDF gradient in the reservoir. 
Table 14 summarizes selected top elevations of the dam and dikes. 
TABLE 14 
SELECTED ELEVATIONS 
TOP OF DAM AND DIKES 
Location 
Computed 
Maximum 
Surface 
Elevation 
Freeboard 
to Offset 
Wind and 
Wave Effect 
Computed 
Reservoir 
Gradient 
Losses 
Adopted 
Top 
Elevation 
(ft, msl) (feet) (feet) (ft, msl) 
Main Dam 918.8 6. 0 - 925 
Falls Brook Dike 918.8 6.0 - 925 
Hafey Brook Dike 918.8 5.0 - 924 
South Dike 918.8 3.8 - 924* 
Cunliffe Brk Dike 918.8 2.9 1.5 924* 
Campbell Brk Dike 918.8 2.0 - 924* 
* Minimum freeboard established at 5 feet 
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11. HYDROLOGIC CONSIDERATION FOR 
REAL ESTATE ACQUISITIONS 
a. General. A 30-year simulation of the operation of the 
Dickey project from 1932 to 1962 was performed by the North 
Pacific Division and reported in "Determination of Normal Full 
Pool Elevation at Dickey," dated 1 August 1966. During the 30 
year period covered by the simulation, the power pool would have 
been completely filled on only seven occasions. If the study pe-
riod had been extended through 1974, based on preliminary analy-
sis, the pool would have filled on only one other occasion. Further 
analysis was made of the seven periods when the reservoir would 
have filled during the test period. Where records were available, 
daily discharges from the USGS gage at Dickey were routed through 
the reservoir assuming an average power release of 2, 500 cfs dur-
ing the refill period of April and May. This analysis showed that 
no appreciable spillway discharge would have occurred. Although 
analysis of the period of record indicated there would not have been 
any pool elevations significantly higher than spillway crest, it is 
necessary to consider future changes that might take place to cause 
higher pool stages. These changes might include one or more of 
the following: 
(1) Revised rule curve. 
(2) Increased downstream development in Maine and New 
Brunswick reducing the safe channel capacity of the river and re-
quiring greater consideration of the project for flood control. 
(3) Major flood occurring coincident with full pool. 
(4) Pumped storage filling reservoir more frequently. 
(5) Influence of recreational interests to maintain a perma-
nent pool above present elevations. 
The preceding factors demonstrate that the frequency of pool 
elevations above spillway crest cannot be determined statistically; 
however, for real estate acquisition it is considered that a pool 
stage at spillway crest is approximately a once in 5-year event and 
a stage of crest plus 5 feet is estimated to be in the realm of a once 
in 500-year event. 
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b. Major flood coincident with full pool. Analysis was made 
of the rare event where a major flood occurs coincident with an 
initially full pool. The May 1974 event with an estimated peak of 
87, 200 cfs was the greatest known flood on the Saint John River at 
Dickey. Flow data at Dickey for this event is not available due to 
failure of the gage; however, based on other records in the region 
it is believed that the total volume of this flood was only slightly 
greater than the May 1969 event. The May 1969 flood with a peak 
of 75,400 cfs was the second largest known flood and the greatest 
flood for which flow data is available. This flood was routed 
through the Dickey Reservoir with the pool elevation assumed to 
be just reaching spillway crest prior to the main volume of runoff. 
Using the operating rule described in paragraph 7e a peak discharge 
and stage of 69,000 cfs and 911.0 feet msl, respectively, were 
reached. During a flood event of significant magnitude it is unlikely 
that large releases would be made from Dickey and it is expected 
the reservoir would be operated to minimize flooding downstream; 
therefore, the May 1969 flood was again routed through the Dickey 
Reservoir assuming no outlet or turbine discharge, and allowing 
only spillway discharge. Operating in this manner produced a peak 
discharge and stage of approximately 30, 000 cfs and 915 feet msl, 
respectively. The all season standard project flood was also routed 
with the reservoir initially filled with only spillway discharge and 
the resulting maximum pool stage was also approximately 915 
feet msl. 
c. Real Estate guide taking line - State of Maine. Based on 
the hydrologic aspects of the project it is considered that the mini-
mum guide taking line for acquisition of reservoir lands in Maine 
should be to elevation 915 msl which is 5 feet above spillway crest. 
This 5-foot height above the full pool is considered a reasonable 
allowance for spillway surcharge, wave action and water surface 
slope in the reservoir. It should be noted that these three vari-
ables are not necessarily additive for any single event, but will 
vary depending on the maximum water surface elevation, the con-
current wind velocity, direction and the distribution of flows in the 
reservoir producing the backwater slope. 
d. Real Estate guide taking line - Province of Quebec. Acqui-
sition of reservoir lands in Quebec will be covered in Real Estate 
Design Memorandum - "Reservoir Area. " 
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12. DICKEY LAKE - EVAPORATION LOSSES 
The net loss in watershed yield due to evaporation from the 
Dickey Lake area will be the difference between evaporation from 
the lake surface and the normal evapotranspiration loss from the 
reservoir in its natural state as described by the following 
equation: 
Net Loss = Lake Evaporation - Natural 
State Evapotranspiration 
Natural state evapotranspiration equals precipitation minus 
runoff, therefore, by substitution: 
Net Loss = Lake Evaporation -
(Precipitation - Runoff) 
Based on a monthly analysis of data for the region, as presented 
in table 15, it was determined that the net annual loss was equal to 
9 inches of water, which is equivalent to an average flow of 80 cfs 
from the 78, 000-acre Dickey Lake area at average operating eleva-
tion 900 feet msl. Monthly net losses from the lake area, listed in 
table 15, are being utilized in current storage-yield analyses. 
Lake evaporation was computed as 0. 7 times the recorded pan 
evaporation in accordance with procedures described in Research 
Paper No. 38, "Evaporation from Pans and Lakes," U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce, Weather Bureau, May 1955. Evaporation 
from a free water surface is a function of vapor pressure and wind 
speed. For water temperatures of 32° Fahrenheit or less, the 
vapor pressure and evaporation approaches zero. Lakes in north-
ern Maine are ice covered or near 32 Fahrenheit from November 
through April; therefore, evaporation during this period is small. 
It was recognized that some sublimation and evaporation would be 
occurring from the snow and ice covered lake surface during these 
winter months and an average value of 0. 4 inch per month was 
adopted from information contained in "Handbook of Applied 
Hydrology, " by Ven Te Chow. 
Evapotranspiration was computed as the difference between re-
corded precipitation and runoff. It was recognized that this compu-
tation included some losses other than evapotranspiration, but these 
were considered to be relatively minor. 
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TABLE 10 
DICKEY LAKE NET EVAPORATION LOSSES 
Evaporation 
Based on 
Month Caribou, Maine 
(inches) 
(1) 
Precipitation 
at Fort Kent, 
Maine 
(inches) 
(2) 
Runoff - Saint 
John River at 
Fort Kent, Maine 
(inches) 
(3) 
Natural 
State Evapo-
transpiration 
(inches) 
(4) 
(2) -(3) 
Net Loss 
(inches) 
(5) 
(1) -(4) 
o j 
0
s 
January-
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
ANNUAL 
0 .4* 
0 . 4 
0 .4 
0 .4 
3 .70** 
4. 07 
4. 11 
3.09 
2. 27 
1. 80 
0 . 4 
0 . 4 
21.44 
2. 15 
2.09 
2. 24 
2. 22 
2.71 
3. 64 
4. 26 
3.86 
3. 37 
3.21 
2.73 
2.52 
35.00 
. 60 
.40 
. 60 
4.31 
7.33 
2. 12 
1.26 
1.02 
1.01 
1. 25 
1. 64 
1. 10 
22. 54 
1.55 
1. 69 
1. 64 
- 2 . 09 
-4. 52 
1. 52 
3. 00 
2. 84 
2. 36 
1.96 
1.09 
1.42 
12.46 
-1 . 15 
-1 . 29 
- 1 . 2 4 
2.49 
8. 22 
2. 55 
1. 11 
0. 25 
-0 . 09 
-0. 16 
-0 . 69 
-1.02 
8.98 
* Losses November-April equals sublimation and 
evaporation from snow and ice cover 
** Losses May-October equals 0. 7 x pan evaporation 
13. EMERGENCY EVACUATION OF DICKEY RESERVOIR 
Criteria presented in draft ER 1110-2-50, dated 28 February 
1975, specifies that reservoirs should have sufficient outlet ca-
pacity to achieve either of the following within a period of 120 days: 
(a) permit evacuation of 90 percent of reservoir storage, or (b) 
reduce the pool to within 20 feet of the preproject full channel ele-
vation. The criteria also specifies that inflow during the drawdown 
period should be assumed equal to the average flow for the highest 
consecutive 4-month period. Pertinent data with respect to emer-
gency evacuation of the Dickey pool is presented in table 16. 
From data presented in table 4 an average inflow of 9, 000 cfs 
was determined for the highest consecutive 4-month period. A 
regulated tunnel capacity of 32, 000 cfs was adopted, based on out-
let rating curves for a 26-foot diameter tunnel with three 8 x 16 foot 
gates, presented in Design Memorandum No. 2, Section II - "Stream 
Diversion." It was also assumed that seven generating units would 
be operational and capable of discharging 35, 000 cfs during draw-
down from full pool to elevation 830 feet msl (the inlet crown of the 
penstocks are at elevation 828 feet msl). The remaining drawdown 
would be accomplished by discharge through the gated low level 
outlet works. 
If all generating units were assumed inoperable and the dis-
charge capacity was limited to 32, 000 cfs, the length of time to 
evacuate 90 percent of storage would be lengthened from 92 to 152 
days. 
The principal damage center downstream of Dickey is the town 
of Fort Kent, Maine where the maximum safe channel capacity is 
approximately 90,000 cfs. Assuming a runoff rate of 9,000 cfs 
from the downstream intervening drainage area, which is com-
parable to the assumed runoff rate into Dickey, storage could 
theoretically be evacuated at Dickey at a rate up to 80,000 cfs 
under emergency conditions. 
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TABLE 10 
DICKEY RESERVOIR 
EMERGENCY EVACUATION - PERTINENT DATA 
Pool 
Elevation Storage 
Percent 
Full 
Discharge 
Capacity Time 
Accumulated 
Time 
(ft, msl) (ac/ft) (cfs) (days) (days) 
910 7 ,707,520 100 
67, 000** 24 
870 4 ,910 ,000 64 
67,000 15.5 
24 
830* 3, 160,000 41 
32,000*** 25 
39.5 
790 2, 010,000 27 
32,000 18 
64.5 
750 1, 200,000 15 
32,000 9 .5 
82.5 
723 770,750 10 
22,000 30 
92 .0 
620 Negligible 0 122.0 
* Penstock crown elevation - 828 feet msl 
** Seven units operating plus outlet discharge 
*** Outlet discharge 
NOTE: Assumed coincident inflow to reservoir = 9,000 cfs 
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_ NOTES ON DISCHARGE CONDITIONS 
E a) SPILLWAY CREST LENGTH 
I EQUALS 600 FT. 
r: b) DISCHARGE FROM 7 TURBINES 
EQUALS 35,000 C.F.S. 
ij c) O U T L E T C A P A C I T Y = 3 2 , 0 0 0 C FS 
C O R P S O F ENGINEERS U. S. A R M Y 
W A T E R R E S O U R C E S D E V E L O P M E N T P R O J E C T 
SAINT JOHN RIVER B A S I N , MAINE 
DICKEY-LINCOLN SCHOOL LAKES 
G E N E R A L D E V E L O P M E N T P L A N 
END OF MONTH POOL ELEVATIONS 
Year January February March April May June July August September October November December 
1932 895.9 905.4 906.0 907.7 907.2 907.5 908.2 909.5 898.4 
33 894.6 888.6 884.0 889.1 908.7 910.0 910.0 907.9 904.7 904.6 902.8 897.8 
3* 89^.5 888.6 884.0 898.3 909.9 910.0 910.0 908.5 905.5 905.3 906.0 898.4 
1935 894.6 888.6 884.0 890.2 899.3 903.1 904.1 901.9 898.5 897.6 895.1 889.7 
1936 886.3 880.5 884.0 892.3 907.2 909.0 908.5 906.3 904.1 905.5 905.3 898.4 
37 894.6 888.6 884.0 891.0 902.2 904.4 903.5 903.6 901.5 903.2 905.0 898.4 
38 894.6 888.6 884.0 893.1 902.2 902.6 904.0 904.0 904.3 905.1 903.9 898.4 
39 894.6 888.6 884.0 884.7 902.7 906.0 907.4 910.0 908.4 910.0 910.0 898.4 
1940 894.6 888.6 884.0 887.2 902.2 907.4 909.I 906.8 903.6 901.9 903.2 898.4 
1941 894.6 888.6 884.0 895.0 899.2 900.1 901.3 899.2 897.9 899.9 902.0 897.8 
42 894.6 888.6 884.0 891.0 906.0 908.8 908.6 906.4 902.8 902.0 900.0 894.5 
891.2 886.0 881.3 881.5 901.4 905.2 905.8 904.5 901.4 903.0 906.1 898.4 
44 894.6 888.6 884.0 883.3 894.4 894.9 894.9 892.7 889.5 891.6 889.7 883.2 
19U5 880.2 874.3 870.8 890.3 897.3 899.8 901.9 899.9 897.9 899.5 898.1 892.8 
1946 889.9 885.0 882.0 899.9 903.9 904.4 903.9 902.2 898.5 901.0 901.5 897-0 
47 894.3 888.6 884.0 888.6 910.0 910.0 910.0 908.8 905.6 904.8 901.6 896.O 
48 892.7 887.4 883.0 892.1 904.8 904.8 904.1 902.0 898.1 898.4 898.2 894.8 
kg 891.6 886.9 882.9 895.1 900.0 900.3 899.0 896.2 892.8 891.6 889.8 884.9 
1950 883.2 887.7 872.9 879.5 896.2 889.3 889.4 886.5 883.0 882.4 886.9 888.5 
1951 885.5 880.5 876.0 894.3 900.5 901.3 903.3 901.8 898.6 898.0 899.9 896.3 
52 893.9 888.6 884.0 892.1 904.8 908.4 907.2 904.7 901.0 902.0 901.0 896.0 
53 893.6 888.6 884.0 900.4 907.7 906.8 905.8 902.7 898.7 897.2 895.1 891.4 
54 888.3 883.0 881.4 892.0 902.6 907.8 910.0 910.0 910.0 910.0 910.0 898.4 
1955 894.6 888.6 884.0 896.3 909.2 910.0 909.3 908.2 905.0 903.8 902.2 896.7 
1956 893.5 888.6 884.0 886.8 898.4 901.6 901.6 899.3 895.9 895."t 892.7 886.7 
57 884.3 876.6 871.4 878.2 883.5 885.8 887.5 885.4 881.7 881.0 882.7 881.4 
58 879.^ 873.2 868.0 884.6 893.5 895.2 897.5 901.2 899.7 899.6 899.2 894.1 
59 891.1 886.0 881.5 890.8 898.1 901.9 902.4 902.7 901.0 903.5 905.5 898.4 
i960 894.6 888.6 884.0 891.4 907.8 908.7 908.0 905.5 902.0 901.3 901.0 896.2 
1961 893-3 888.3 884.0 885.9 910.0 910.0 909.5 907.9 907.0 906.5 904.5 898.4 
1962 894.6 888.6 884.0 
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Note: This tabulation summarizes end of month pool elevations for the 30-year operational study period 
in report entitled "Determination of Horatal Full Pool Elevation at Dickey," dated 1 August 1966 
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PROBABLE MAXIMUM PRECIPITATION FOR ST. JOHN RlVER ABOVE DICKEY DAMSITE 
AND BETWEEN DICKEY AND LINCOLN SCHOOL DAMSITES, MAINE 
I 
SUMMARY 
Probable maximum precipitation values 
1.01. Probable maximum precipitation (PMP) values for two drainages 
of the St. John River are tabulated in table 1-1. Figure 1-1 shows the 
location of these areas. -
Table 1-1 
ALL-SEASON PROBABLE MAXIMUM PRECIPITATION - ST. JOHN RIVER BASINS 
Duration (hrs.) 
Area Sq. Ml. 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72 
PMP (Ins.) 
A 2725 6.3 8.4 9.2 9.8 10.2 10.5 10.7 10.8 10.9 11.0 11.1 11.2 
B 1361 6.9 9.0 9.8 10.4 10.7 11.0 11.2 11.4 11.5 11.6 11.7 11.8 
A: Drainage area above Dickey Damslte, Maine 
B drainage area between Dickey and Lincoln School Damsltes, Maine 
Application of PMP to a basin 
1.02. A synthetic storm Isohyetal pattern is given in figure 5-1 
that can be centered critically over each basin. Table 5-1 contains 
isohyetal values to assign to this pattern storm for the two highest 6-hr. 
rain increments of a 3-day PMP storm. Planlmeterlng (or equivalent) after 
placement of pattern gives 6-hr. incremental volumes of rain over a basin 
or subregions thereof. For the remaining 6-hr. rain Increments uniform 
distribution may be assumed. Development of the pattern storm Is explained 
in paragraphs 5.05 to 5.07. 
The isohyetal pattern was constructed such that it will give PMP, if 
required, over the combined area of 4086 square miles. 
1.03. The PMP during snowmelt is obtained by multiplying rain volumes 
by the factors given In table 4-1 of paragraph 4.04. Seasonal variation is 
discussed in paragraphs 4.01 to 4.04. Arrangement of the 6-hr. Incremental 
rain volumes into a typical storm sequence Is covered In paragraph 5.02. 
2 . 
IV 
ALL-SEASON PMP 
Introduction 
2.01. The method of this study is to develop the highest PMP for 
any time of year (all-season PMP) and then use ratios to obtain PMP for 
the snowmelt season. The all-season PMP was derived by the conventional 
method consisting of a. maximizing observed storms for higher moisture 
potential, b. augmenting the stonu sairple by transposing maximized storms 
and then c. smoothly enveloping the resulting storm depth-duration and 
depth-area arrays. Two partially independent checks on the magnitude of 
the results were used. One uses a coastal PMP times geographic adjust-
ment and the other checks against previous estimates that cover or partly 
cover the basins. 
PMP by maximization and transposition 
2.02. This method of deriving PHP is explained in Hydrometeorological 
Report No. 33 (1). It assumes that if there is sufficient storm experience 
for a certain region that at least a few of these storms will have had the 
optimum or near optimum "storm mechanism"; this latter term including all 
parameters conducive to heaviest precipitation except moisture. By maxi-
mizing a large number of storms for the highest moisture it follows then 
that an estimate of PMP is obtained. Storm experience is increased by 
transposition of storms that are deemed potentially capable of occurring 
over the region. 
2.03. Rain depths for storms that are transposed are multiplied by 
the ratio of highest moisture at transposed location to that at the place 
of occurrence (referenced to location of storm moisture). Storm maximiza-
tion is carried out by multiplying rain depths by the ratio of maximum 
moisture to the storm moisture. The index of moisture in all cases is 
obtained from surface dew points assuming a saturated atmosphere with a 
pseudoadiabatic lapse rate. 
2.04. Available storms and limitations on transposition. Latest 
Climatological Data maps (2) show only one observation station in the 
drainage areas of concern indicating that few, if any, major storms have 
3 . 
been recorded there or in nearby northern Maine and Quebec for that matter, 
where station density is also very low. Thus storm transposition is most 
necessary. 
2.05. Areal storm rain depths are available in U. S. Storm Rainfall 
(3) and Storm Rainfall in Canada (4). The last gives about 70 analyzed 
storms in the neighboring provinces of Quebec and New Brunswick of which 
about half occurred to the west of coastal plains. These are considered 
transposable to the St. John Basins. U. S. Storm Rainfall gives relatively 
few storms centered in New England. For this study those west of the 
highest ridges in Pennsylvania and New York were considered transposable. 
A generalized line joining these ridges is approximately the same distance 
from the Atlantic Ocean as the two St. John drainages. 
2.06. Study of the major rains of interior Quebec and New Brunswick 
gives clues as to the type of storms that could be critical to headwaters 
of the St. John Basin. Discussion on this subject is found in section III. 
Sufficient for the present is the conclusion that East Coast storms en-
volving either a tropical storm or a Low developing off the central U. S. 
coast are most critical. Such storms usually drop the largest rain volumes 
over coastal regions or over first slopes met along their path. They at 
times nonetheless also give critical rains in the interior. Examples of 
these are the tremendous rains of the Jefferson, Ohio, September 10-13, 
1878, and the Ontario, Canada, October 14-15, 1954 storms. 
2.07. Enveloping depth-duration-area values. Transposition of candi-
date storms that occurred west of the generalized ridge to the St. John 
Basins, after adjusting for maximum moisture and enveloping for duration, 
gave the depth-duration values for 500-, 1000-, 5000-, and 10,000-sq. mi. 
areas. Smaller areas were omitted since previous generalized charts (1) 
are considered adequate for small areas. Figure 2-1 is an example of 
the envelopes for 5000 square miles. The total adjustment for each storm, 
that is, for maximum moisture and transposition is given on the figure. 
As is plainly seen, the nearest storm to the basin, September 16-17, 1932, 
centered at Ripogenus Dam, Maine, sets the level of PMP for 12 hours and 
has considerable control on the remaining portion of the depth-duration 
4 . 
relation. It also controls for 6 or 12 hours on each of the other stand-
ard areas. For longer durations the Jefferson, Ohio, September 10-13, 
1878 storm provides the largest adjusted values. The Wellsboro, Pa. storm 
of May 30-June I, 1889 occurred in steeper slopes than those In the St. 
John Basin and may have orographic intensification. This storm was under-
cut for all basin sizes. 
Depth-duration-area (DDA) envelopes of PMP for 500 to 10,000 square 
miles for 6, 12, 24, 48, and 72 hours were constructed by combining depth-
duration curves similar to figure 2-1. 
PMP at mid-Maine coast and geographic adjustment method 
2.08. Most of the highest recorded rain depths of the Eastern States 
and the Maritime Provinces in Canada are centered quite near the coast. 
Primary examples are the Westfield, Mass., August 17-20, 1955 and 
Stellarton, Nova Scotia, September 20-23, 1942 storms. Transpositions 
along the coast are not as complicated as transpositions inland since 
rain-reducing factors including reduction of inflow wind by land, decrease 
due to distance from moisture source, and depletion of rain by coastal 
slopes do not need to be evaluated. It is believed that a coastal PMP can 
then be translated inland through generalized charts that Incorporate these 
and other regional differences or similarities. 
2.09. Mid-Maine coast PMP. Depth-duration envelopes were made of 
storm values transposed to the middle coast of Maine, approximately 69° 
longitude and 44° latitude. Conventional adjustments for maximum moisture 
and transposition were made. Controlling storms and their total adjust-
ments are given in table 2-1. On the framework of these adjusted storms 
depths enveloping DDA curves were constructed, resulting in PMP values of 
table 2-2. 
2.10. Geographic adjustment. Highest observed storm depths in place 
of occurrence were plotted for New England, Quebec, New Brunswick and near-
by regions. This was done for 6-hr. 1000-sq. mi. and 24-hr. 2000-sq. mi. 
values. These sizes of areas give the most data—some storms do not cover 
larger areas and other storms in Canada are not analyzed for smaller areas. 
5 . 
Isopluvials were then drawn to the data that were held up by relatively 
few storms. Figure 2-2 shows the results for 24-hr. 2000-sq. mi. depths. 
The ratio of the upper St. John to the middle Maine Coast is 0.74. For 
the 6-hr. 1000-sq. mi. map (not shown) a similarly determined ratio is 
0.71. The ratio of 0.74 was adopted and used to multiply the PMP values 
for the middle Maine coast, table 2-2, to obtain an estimate of PMP for the 
St. John Basins. Basin average PMP by this method agrees very well with 
the estimates by direct storm transposition. 
Table 2-1 
CONTROLLING STORMS FOR MID-MAINE COAST PMP 
Area Duration (hrs.) 
(Sq. mi.) 6 12 24 36 48 72 
500 - - NA 2-22 NA 2-22 - NS-9-42 
1000 NA 2-4 - NA 2-22 NA 2-22 - NS-9-42 
2000 - - NA 2-22 NA 2-22 - NS-9-42 
5000 Ripogenus Dam Ripogenus Dam - NA 2-22 - NS-9-42 
10,000 Ripogenus Dam Ripogenus Dam - - NS-9-42 NS-9-42 
Storm No. Center Date Adjustment 
NA 2-22 Westfield, Mass. Aug. 17-20, 1955 (100) 
NS-9-42 Stellarton, Nova Scotia Sept. 20-23, 1942 (155) 
NA 2-4 Ewan, N. J. Sept. 1, 1940 (90) 
Ripogenus Dam, Maine Sept. 16-17, 1932 (141) 
Table 2-2 
PMP FOR MIDDLE OF MAINE COAST 
Area Duration (hrs.) 
(Sq. Mi.) 
6 12 24 48 72 
PMP (ins.) 
500 10.2 12.7 15.4 17.6 18.5 
1000 9.2 11.9 14.5 16.7 17.7 
5000 6.6 9.4 11.5 13.7 15.0 
10,000 5.4 7.8 10.0 12.0 13.3 
6. 
Other estimates of PMP 
2.11. Canadian Meteorological Memoirs No. 14 (5) gives PMP estimates 
for several drainage areas of the St. John River up to areas of 15
t
000 square 
miles. Essentially the estimates were obtained In the same manner as those 
of this report—by transposition and adjustment of major storms of record* 
For the sizes of basins of the present study their estimates are compared in 
table 2-3. Their values are somewhat lower for short durations and higher 
for long durations. 
2.12. Hydrometeorologlcal Report No. 28 (6) can be extended to cover 
the present study area, although It could hardly be used without further 
study since only a few Canadian storms were analyzed. Hydrometeorologlcal 
Report No. 28 agrees very closely with the estimates of Maine coast PMP in 
table 2-3. It shows lower values over the upper St. John because at that 
time the rate at which PMP diminished with increasing distance from the 
coast was believed greater than is now accepted on the basis of further 
study ai.d more storm data. 
Table 2-3 
COMPARISON OF VARIOUS ESTIMATES OF PMP 
1361-Sq. Ml. Basin Between Dickey and Lincoln School Damsltes 
Duration (hrs.) 
No. Source 6 12 18 24 36 48 60 72 
PMP (ins.) 
I. Storm transposition 
to St. John Basin 6 . 9 9.0 9.8 10.4 11.0 11.4 U . 6 .11.8 
II. Middle Maine coast PMP 
times rain ratio of St. 
John to middle Maine 
coast. 
III. Hydrometeorologlcal 
Report No. 28 
IV. Canadian Meteorologi-
cal Memoirs No. 14 
2725-Sq. 
I . 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
6.4 8.5 9.7 10.4 11.4 12.0 — 12.7 
5.9 7.5 8.2 8.6 9.2 9.5 9.7 9.8 
5.0 7.7 9.0 9.6 - 12.0 13.0 14.2 
Basin above Dickey Damsite 
6.3 8.4 9.2 9.8 10.5 10.8 11.0 11.2 
5.6 7.7 8.7 9.4 10.4 11.1 - 12.0 
5.0 6.5 7.5 8.0 8.5 8.8 9.0 9.1 
4.7 7.3 8.7 9.0 - 11.9 12.5 13.4 
METEOROLOGY OF MAJOR STORMS NEAR THE UPPER ST. JOHN RIVER 
Introduction 
3.01. Synoptic weather maps were examined for a group of major inland 
strrms near the upper St. John drainage with most emphasis on those with 
centers north of or near that latitude. These were selected on the basis 
of largest 2000-sq. mi. 24-hr. and 1000-sq. mi. 6-hr. depths. Figure 2-2 
shows the locations of the more important of these by plots of the 
2000-sq. mi. 24-hr. depths. Circled numbers adjacent to the depths help 
locate storms described in the following paragraphs. 
034: September 16-17. 1932. Ripogenus Dam. Maine 
3.02. This is the outstanding storm for northerly latitudes near the 
St. John Basin. As mentioned in paragraph 2.07 it gives the highest 6- and 
12-hr. depths of transposed maximized rain over the St. John Basins. The 
2000-sq. mi. 24-hr. observed value is 7.3 inches; for 12 hours it is 
6.8 inches. The rains are a northerly extension of heavier centers in 
Rhode Island where the 2000-sq. mi. 24-hr. depth is 9.0 inches. The iso-
hyetal map from which these values are derived, constructed by the 
Hydrometeorological Branch, is given in figure 3-1. Typical mass rainfall 
curves shown on the inset were constructed from observers' notes of begin-
ning and ending of rainfall. 
3.03. Weather maps for September 14 to the 17th are given in 
figure 3-2. These show a tropical disturbance off the East Coast, that 
had been in the western part of the Gulf of Mexico moving slowly to the 
northeast from the 9th to the 14th. It then picked up speed and crossed 
northern Florida before the morning of the 15th, and continued on a north-
northeasterly course. A large high-pressure area prevailed south and then 
east of Newfoundland, with a wedge that extended over New England. 
By the 16th the Low was centered east of Norfolk, Va. At that time 
a Low over Ontario had moved eastward with a cold front that extended 
southward along the New York-New England border. A strong southerly flow 
of moist air covered New England with a thrust of northerly cold air to 
the west. Rain began early on the morning of the 16th in the southern 
part of the area ahead of the tropical storm. By the evening of the 16th 
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it was south of Nantucket, with intense rain falling along a line from 
Long Island, N . Y., to central Maine. Rains ended progressively from the 
southwest as the Low continued rapidly northward allowing colder air to 
spreaa over the area. On the morning of the 17th the storm center was near 
the Maine coast, south of Eastport. It continued quickly northward through 
Maine during the day, with a final short burst of rain near noon centered 
over Ripogenus Dam. Blocking by the high pressure centered east of Nova 
Scotia concentrated the rain area. 
#9; October 14-15. 1954. Ontario. Canada 
3.04. This storm, also tropical in origin, gave record rains east of 
Toronto, Ontario. The 2000-sq. mi. 24-hr. depth is 6.2 inches. After the 
full-fledged hurricane crossed land near the North Carolina-South Carolina 
border the morning of the 15th, it headed in a northerly direction taking 
on extratropical characteristics as it crossed Virginia. By the evening 
of the 15th the Low became amalgamated with a trough and cold front along 
which it advanced^ to the north. This trough was quite stationary from 
morning of the 15th to early morning of the 16th through Ontario—setting 
the stage for a huge inflow of moisture from the tropical storm circulation. 
//35: May 25-28. 1961. Red Bank. New Brunswick 
3.05. An active cold front was lying along the Ohio Valley in a trough 
over the Ohio Valley on the 25th. By the morning of the 27th it was off 
the East Coast with a deepening low-pressure center moving rapidly up this 
trough through eastern Maine. The trough was replaced by a cold air mass 
on the 28th. Rain depth for 24 hours over 2000 square miles was 5.1 inches. 
#10: July 17-19. 1947. Obiduan. Quebec 
3.06. The storm location map, figure 2-2, has an outstanding value 
for its northerly latitude of 5.0 inches in 24 hours over 2000 square miles 
given by the above storm. Weather maps show little organization until the 
morning of the 17th when a low-pressure center was north of Lake Superior 
with a trough containing a cold front extending south to the eastern border 
of Kansas. The Low center was north of Obiduan the morning of the 18th with 
the trough trailing to the southwest. Passing of this front near noon on 
that day gave a burst of 6.7 inches of rain. The high 2000-sq. mi. value 
may partially reflect relatively few observations with somewhat generously 
drawn isohyets. 
9. 
Summary 
3.07. Examples of some of the heavy rain-producing storms surrounding 
the St. John Basins have now been described in some detail. Most of the 
other heavy rain cases shown on the location map, figure 2-2, can be sum-
marized as being associated with a north-south oriented trough near the East 
Coast containing a closed Low or wave on a front in its early stages. This 
Low originally could have been a full hurricane as numbers 9 and 34, or 
wave development on a front near Cape Uatteras, such as the number 35 case. 
Tracks of the storms illustrate that centers can cross mountain 
barriers to give heavy rains from tropical air well inland. Figure 3-3 
gives tracks of several tropical cyclones taken from Weather Bureau Tech-
nical Paper No. 55 (7) and their associated rain patterns that are important 
to this study. 
IV 
10. 
SEASONAL VARIATION 
Introduction 
4.01. Highest observed station and areal average storm rainfall are 
the primary data used to establish the seasonal variation of PMP. Some 
guidance also came from seasonal variation of moisture. 
Highest observed station rainfall 
4.02. Weather Bureau Technical Paper No. 16 (8) provides highest 
observed dally rains for the period of record through 1949 for many regular 
and cooperative stations. From this publication the eight in Maine north 
of latitude 46
a
N. were selected as being most representative of the St. John 
Basin and the average seasonal variation of the monthly maxima computed. 
For additional guidance a similar seasonal variation was computed from 
117 station values in New York north of latitude 43°N.; an Interior region 
with topographic features much like that in the St. John Basin. A smooth 
envelope of both sets of data is given in figure 4-1. The Maine stations 
give highest values in July, while New York stations In September. 
Highest observed areal precipitation 
4.03. "Storm Rainfall" that occurred in New England, New York and 
Quebec to the west of the generalized ridge extending from the Appalachians 
into Quebec and New Brunswick was adjusted for moisture and transposed to 
the St. John Basin. Separate seasonal envelopes were drawn to 24-hr. 
1000-sq. mi. and 5000-sq. mi. depths. Some storms such as the Wellsboro, 
Pa., May 30-June 1, 1889, and Berlin, N. Y., December 30-January 2, 1949 
occurred in more rugged terrain with steeper slopes than those In the 
upper St. John drainage and were therefore undercut. March to September 
envelopes of these adjusted storms are shown on figure 4-1. 
Highest monthly precipitation values from the period 1931-1960 for 
Northern Maine (9) were considered as another index to seasonal variation. 
An average of the five highest values for each month gives the points In 
figure 4-1. These 30-day values may have limited value as guidance to 
seasonal variation of PMP for durations up to 3 days. 
11. 
Adopted seasonal curve 
4.OA. For the portion of year of Interest the adopted seasonal 
variation is shown in figure 4-1. This curve quite closely follows the 
seasonal variation of 24-hr. 1000-sq. ml. and 5000-sq. mi. "Storm 
Rainfall." It shows less variation than that given In Report No. 33 
for smaller basins; a trend toward less variation for larger basins 
that appears to be consistent with other analyses. Midmonth percents 
from the curve of figure 4-1 are listed in table 4-1. 
Table 4-1 
SEASONAL VARIATION OF PMP 
Midmonth Z of all-season PMP 
March 74 
April 79 
May 86 
June 92 
July 98 
August 100 
For other dates, percents may be interpolated. 
Seasonal percents may be applied to basic basin PMP or to all-season 
incremental PMP rain volumes obtained after applying the pattern storm 
discussed in the next section. 
12. 
IV 
TIME AND AREAL DISTRIBUTION 
Introduction 
5.01. To obtain a flood hydrog.raph, a time sequence of incremental 
PMP values during a 3-day PMP storm needs to be established. This may 
be termed the time distribution. Also required is the areal distribution 
of rain over the basin. 
Time distribution 
5.02. One aspect of time distribution is to determine what the 6-hr., 
12-hr., etc., average basin depths should be in a 72-hr. PMP storm. It 
is recommended that the average depths for 6, 12, 18, etc. hours in the 
$ 
72-hr. storm be taken from the enveloping PMP curves at the area of each 
basin. This assumes that in a 72-hr. PMP storm intense short-duration 
bursts can occur. To obtain 6-hr. increments of basin average PMP by 
this method basin PMP values are subtracted successively from the next 
highest value. 
5.03. Having twelve 6-hr. increments of PMP, the user may use his 
judgment in selection of a critical sequence in accordance with the steps 
below. 
(a) Group the four highest 6-hr. increments in a 24-hr. period, 
the middle four increments in a 24-hr. period, and the lowest four 
increments in a 24-hr. period. 
(b) Arrange the three 24-hr. periods with the second highest next 
to the highest and the third at either end. 
(c) Within each 24-hr. period arrange the four increments such 
that the highest two and the highest three are adjoining. 
Areal distribution 
5.04. The areal distribution within a basin is determined by a. the 
shape, orientation and placement of isohyets and b. the values of these 
isohyets. 
5.05. Record storms near the St. John Basins tend to have isohyets 
oriented approximately SW to NE; the September 16-17, 1932 storm is a 
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case in point. Other patterns to the west of the basin often have the 
same orientation. Figure 5-1 is an idealized pattern shaped after the 
September 1932 storm. In placing this pattern over a basin it is assumed 
that the largest volume of rain in the basin will give the most critical 
hydrograph. 
5.06. Values of the pattern storm isohyets determine the peakedness 
or concentration of rain. One extreme would be to assume full enveloping 
depth-area relations of PMP. The opposite would be to assume uniform 
distribution with area, meaning each isohyet would be labeled with the 
basin average. An intermediate compromise is to shape the depth-area 
relation after major storms of the region. 
5.07. Such a compromise was made after the September 16-17, 1932 
rain depth-area relations. Table 5-1 shows the results. These are for 
the two highest 6-hr. increments of PMP. For the remaining 6-hr. incre-
ments, uniform distribution may be assumed. The same set of values apply 
for both drainages. Figure 5-2 shows the depth-area relations implied by 
the isohyet labels. Enveloping PMP (solid lines) blend into the adopted 
basin depth-area relations (dashed lines). 
Table 5-1 
ISOHYET VALUES FOR PATTERN STORM 
Isohyet Values (ins.) for: 
Isohyet Enclosed Area Highest 6-hr. 2nd Highest 6-hr. All Other 6-hr. 
(sq. mi.) PMP PMP Increments 
Center 10 10.2 2.7 Do not use iso-
A 70 8.7 2.4 hyets. Uniform 
B 635 7.4 2.2 precipitation 
C 1660 6.7 2.1 throughout 
D 3270 6.1 2.1 drainage. 
E 5150 5,7 2.0 
14. 
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2-1. Depth duration envelope for 5000 square miles 
Date 
Storm 
Adjustment* Symbol 
Sept. 16-17, 1932 
Sept. 10-13, 1878 
May 30-June 1, 1889 
Nov. 27-30, 1950 
Center 
Ripogenus Dam, Maine 
Jefferson, Ohio 
Wellsboro, Pa. 
Greenville, Maine 
•Combined adjustment for maximization and transposition 
^ n percent of observed. 
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Figure 
2-2. Geographic variation of observed 24-hr. 2000-sq. mi. storm rainfall (ins.) 
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Figure 3-1. Isohyet map for Sept. 16-17, 1932 
Surface weather maps for 0800 EST Sept. 14-17, 1932 
3 - 3 . ; Tracks and isohyets of some storms important — 
to the St. John River study 
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-I 
Smoothed seasonal variation of highest 24-hr. precipitation 
from average of 8 Northern Maine and 117 Northern New York 
stations. 
x Average of 5 highest monthly precipitation values for 
Northern Maine (1931-1960). 
Envelopes of moisture-adjusted storms transposed to St. John drainage: 
o 24-hr. 1000-sq. mi. 
O 24-hr. 5000-sq. mi. 
: t 
m 
Figure 4-1. Adopted seasonal variation of PMP for St. John River drainages 
Isohyet values for 
the all-season PMP 
given in table 5-1. 
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5-1. Isohyetal pattern for St. John River drainages 
PMP for two St. John River drainages and adopted within basin 
depth-area curves 
